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Abstract
The paper deals with consumer attitudes and perceptions of working life on the Czech labour market, and analyses the possibilities for the segmentation of the Czech labour market. The research is based on an analysis of the data supplied by the MML-TGI Median agency. This data source is highly regarded in targeted marketing. In the first part, the research focuses on the satisfaction of Czech people with their jobs, and remuneration, as well as the identification of prevailing attitudes to work and employee loyalty. The next section identifies the segments of the Czech labour market according to the perceived importance of selected aspects of working life. These segments are further characterized. Segmentation can be seen in marketing from different perspectives. In the field of human resources, segmentation is applicable primarily as psychographic and behavioural. Psychographic segmentation focuses on psychological or personality characteristics, attitudes and values of individuals in selected demographic groups. Both concepts are adequately reflected in this study. The research results provide a new perspective on the issues of employee recruitment, motivation and retention, which may be the real basis for the application of HR marketing in its complexity in organizations operating on the Czech labour market.
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Introduction
The concept of Human Resources segmentation belongs to the less emphasised in managerial practice, as well as to the less scientifically examined, phenomena. Yet it is even more frequently reflected in practice in relation to qualification types in the labour market, where there is a distinct excess of supply over demand. In this sense, it is necessary to mention the interconnection of marketing approaches to the field of human resources when there is a need
to approach the filling of vacant positions, and to stabilize labour forces in another way. This must be characterized by a well-thought marketing strategy, brand creation and control over the complex efficiency of all related processes within the organization (Dvořáková, & Langhamrová, 2013; Chimhanzi, & Morgan, 2006; Wimmers, 2009; Ritson, 2002). In order to achieve such control over the processes, predominantly in the area of human resources management, we must have an explicit idea of the nature of the factors determining labour force behaviour, which comes to the fore while the workers are engaged in the economic activity of the organization. To do this, it is necessary to observe the characteristic actions of the individual employees. This marketing concept issue of work satisfaction and motivation is part of the effort to identify related groups of key factors, and to segment the human capital on the internal and external labour market of the organization. This is done with a view to targeting the individual segments more efficiently, and thus to bring about a positive affect on the efficiency of the firm’s HR system. This is to be achieved via the procedures amended in accordance with the characteristics of individual segments of workers (Waite, 2007). Approaches supporting a certain segmentation of employees are not considered a revolutionary idea in the human resource field. They have already been practiced to a large extent in the area of employee learning & development and talent management within the organization (see Bodreau, Ramstad, 2005; Legnerová, & Fučíková, 2014; Nolan, 2013). These methods have also been used in remuneration management (Durham, Charman, 2012). However, all the above-mentioned procedures point towards the internal environment of the organization first and foremost, and so generally towards the company’s current workforce.

Here, the emphasis is on the efficient management of processes in a single area, as well as on the relevant factors applied specifically for the purpose of the internal segmentation. Certain studies merely approach the issue of segmentation more from the point of view of marketing. These studies approach labour market segmentation with the aim of exploiting the cognate characteristics of recognized segments for purposes of HR Marketing in both its internal and external aspects (Waite, 2007).

The aim of this article is to identify the possibilities for the segmentation of the Czech labour market, to define the known segments and on the basis of the data gained, the article aims to more closely identify and formulate their description and behavioural attributes. The smaller aim is to analyse the declared position of Czech employees [participants in the Czech labour market] and on the basis of this analysis, define the factors influencing the job satisfaction of individual groups of employees. These groups are divided according to
demographic criteria and branches of the economy. These aims are met with the help of statistical analysis of the data gained, then by factorial and overall analysis [for more information, see the research methods].

1 Research Methods

The research is based on the analysis of the research project Market & Media & Lifestyle – TGI. The research was carried out by the Median company. It concerns extensive continuous research which was done using a panel of consumers, consisting of about 15,000 randomly chosen respondents in the 12-79 age group. The stratified random choice method was used. The data collection method is a combination of personal and written questions. The research followed consumption behaviour [over 300 types of products and services, and more than 3,000 individual brands], media behaviour [over 400 types of media] and lifestyle respondents.

This used highly acceptable sources of information in the area of targeted marketing, advertising and media planning. For the purposes of this research, the research project workers were supplied with data for 2012. The data were analysed with the aid of the programme Data Analyser [version 4.70d].

Because the research was aimed at the positions and perceptions of working life and employment, the analysis was limited only to the working population. Specifically, it was aimed at those respondents who are either employees or self employed business people. Overall, it concerns a group of 8,686 respondents, representing 4.69 million inhabitants of the CR. The data are, basically, presented with the help of column percentage points. In some cases, the index affinity is used for the orientation evaluation of the connection between two changeable states [values lower than 100 mean below average appearance of phenomena; values greater than 100 mean above average appearance of phenomena in the given category as opposed to the overall group]. The statistical significance of the differences was proven for selected changes with the help of the equilibrium of medium values test. Specifically it concerns tests for independent selections. The medium values here represented the relative plenitude of the phenomena examined in the defined population [target group]. The homogeneity binomical division test was used.

For identifying the main aspects of the attractiveness of employment, factorial analysis was used. This method has as its main component the setting ‘rotation factor method Varimax. The number of factors was set according to their own number [the so called Kaiser
rule]. The resulting factors further entered, as variables, the overall analysis, which helped to reveal the framework segments of the working population of the CR, according to the perceived importance of the chosen characteristics of the employment and work.

2 Important Aspects of Work and Employment

Into the research was included a lot of statements for finding out the perceptions of the meanings of the most varied aspects of work. In total it concerned 14 statements. Figure 1 clearly shows the examined aspects of work according to their perceived importance.

Fig. 1: Perceived Importance of Selected Aspects of Work/Employment [It is Important for me..., in %]

For Czechs the most important aspect is certainty of employment [70.1%], then work which brings concrete results [65.0%], and work which brings satisfaction and feelings of life’s fulfilment [64.5%]. On the contrary, the least important thing is to have work where not much is expected from people [20.4%]; doing activities which has either explained to them or assigned to them [25.2%] and to have work where one has a lot of free time [37.0%].

Men and women differ in their perceptions of what is important. For men, the following are the most important:

1. certainty of a constant job (68.3 %),
2. to do work which brings concrete results (65,0 %),
3. to earn the most money possible (64,6 %),
4. to have work which brings me satisfaction and the feeling of life fulfilment (62,5 %),
5. the power to organise things alone and to be independent (61,3 %).

Women’s declared ranking of importance of the aspects of working life are in a different order. Here are the top five:
1. security of a constant job (72,7 %),
2. to have a job which brings me satisfaction and the feeling of life fulfilment (67,2 %),
3. to have a job which brings concrete results (64,9 %),
4. to do a job which is useful (62,9 %),
5. to earn the most money possible (59,9 %).

The abovementioned comparison comes from the agreeing answers of men and women. If we are talking about the greatest differences in perceived importance of employment aspects, a good number on the index affinity can serve to show the typical male and typical female attitudes, which are always the least found among the second gender.

In the case of men, they score highest on the affinity index where it is important to have a job where nobody wants much from you [affinity index 105.8]; to earn the most money possible [ affinity index 103.1%] and having the power to organise things alone and to be independent [affinity index 103.0]. On the fringes it is still necessary to put promotion and career building [affinity index 101.6]. We can find with women more decided needs at work with higher values on the affinity indices. Unlike men, for women is is much more important to do rather a job which someone has explained to them, or assigned to them [affinity index 112.2]; to have such work as gives them a lot of free time affinity index 108.0]; to do interesting intellectual work [affinity index 107.1]; to do useful and socially contributing work [affinity index 104.9] and to have a job which brings satisfaction and the feeling of life fulfilment [affinity index 104.2]. Again, unlike for the men, for women it is also more important to have the security of a constant job [affinity index 103.6]; to use their education [affinity index 101.3] and to have free working time [affinity index 101.1]

For the identification of common groups of perceived aspects of work, further factoral analysis was carried out, which helped us to narrow the number of 14 examined variables down to 4 common factors. Table 4 illustrates the rotated factor nuts (Varimax method).

**Tab. 1: Rotated Factoral Nuts**
On the basis of the rotated factoral nuts [see Table 1], we offer the following interpretation of the factors gained:

Factor 1 – Self-realisation (aspects of work which help people with self-realisation).

Factor 2 – Utility (aspects of work which bring people something, whether money or results, or the feelings of certainty, satisfaction and life’s fulfilment).

Factor 3 – Free time (aspects of employment concerning flexible working time and sufficient free time).

Factor 4 – Non-demanding nature of the job (aspects of employment which are connected with low, or no, demands on the worker, and passivity).

The resulting factors, therefore, include the main areas of employment characteristics, which Czechs perceive as important. This begs the question of which profile of the workers is typical for the Czech Republic; whether we can, on the basis of these variables, segment the Czech labour market. The framework answer to this question is provided by the results of the analysis which was carried out. The rising variables were the above mentioned factors. With the help of the analysis, we could reveal 4 segments of workers. According to the discovered profiles, the following titles for the segments were chosen:
1. Money and security.
2. The motivated.
3. The dreamers.
4. The burnt out.

Figure 2 shows a percentual rise in the individual segments of the Czech working population. The segments here on display are fairly even with the greatest rise seen in the segments „the motivated“ and „money and security“.

**Fig. 2: Representing the revealed segments in the Czech working population**

![Pie chart showing the distribution of segments with percentages: 20.6% Money and certainty, 25.3% The Motivated, 22.4% Dreamers, 31.7% The burnt out.]

Source: Authors, MML – TGI, 2012, N = 8 686

From the point of view of perceived importance of selected aspects of work and employment, these segments fairly unambiguously profile themselves. There now follows a brief characteristic of the revealed segments.

The segment „money and security“ is made up of roughly a quarter of workers. Unlike the others they are more convinced that it is most important to earn as much money as possible [affinity index 136.6] and to have the security of a constant job [affinity index 124]. On the contrary, they are not interested at all in the chance to do creative and varied activities [affinity index 279.4], or contributory and useful activities [147.0]. They are not interested in
career and promotion [affinity index 203.6]. They approach employment purely as a means to live, without greater ambitions for self-realisation. For them it is not important to use their education at work [affinity index 207.0]. This is accounted for by the fact that they are usually people with a low level of education.

The segment „Motivated“ is rising relatively high [31.7%]. These people have high expectations from their employment. More than money, they are interested in the character of the work itself, which should enable them to self-realisation. To a greater degree they are anxious to do interesting intellectual work [affinity index 159.3]; to be independent at work [affinity index 145.4]; to do creative and varied work [affinity index 153.9] and also to do useful contributory work [affinity index 147.0]. They want to use their education at work [affinity index 149.8]. They do not want to do work which was assigned to them or which someone explained to them [affinity index 195.1]. They have a negative attitude to work where nobody wants much from them [affinity index 191.5]. The segment has a lot of university educated people.

The segment called „Dreamers“ consists of 22.4% of the workforce. Dreamers have fairly high expectations concerning the utility and principles involved in the employment but not terribly enthusiastic workers themselves. For the dreamer, the ideal job is one where nobody expects too much from him/her [affinity index 250.1]; work that someone has explained or assigned to him/her [affinity index 265.0] and where they will have a lot of free time [affinity index 168.0]. On the other hand they long for a career and promotion [affinity index 171.9]; interesting intellectual activities [affinity index 159.4]; to use their education at work [affinity index 134.5] and to receive maximum earnings [affinity index 134.0]. It comes as no surprise that they are mostly young people just before the start of their career. They have mostly a secondary education.

The segment called „burnt out“ are the least common group in the working population. It consists of a fifth of workers. The segment is marked out by the fact that many factors are not decisive for them and so they do not have a single attitude towards the factors. Rather, they take them neutrally. A typical characteristic of this group is that they do not see the importance of a secure job (affinity index 319,5). At work they do not feel that it is at all important to do a job which brings satisfaction and the feeling of life fulfilment [affinity index 346.9], or to do useful contributory things [294.4]. Essentially, they do not want work that
brings concrete results [affinity index 276.8]. These people never had any great expectations from their work. This segment is made up primarily of secondary school educated people, often without a school leaving certificate.

Conclusion
The results of the research, which was carried out with the aim of examining the Czech attitude to work and employment, show that for Czechs, work is very important. A large part of the research was devoted to identifying the great motivators; those aspects which Czechs consider to be the most important part of their employment. Generally it concerns constant jobs, in particular, after that it is work which brings concrete results but also satisfaction and feelings of life fulfilment. Among the most important aspects belong even the possibility to earn the most money possible. On the basis of the factorial analysis, we identified four main motivators of employees on the Czech labour market. These are: opportunity for self-realisation, utility, free time and ease of the work.

The resulting main motivators were further used as segmentation variables of the Czech working population. With the aid of the inclusive analysis, there were revealed four segments of the working population which differ from each other in their attitudes to work and employment. The profiles we discovered of the segments provide a useful view of the Czech working population, which will be the subject of further research. The approaches taken in the research are useful for the area of human resources, and also for marketing, namely for the current linking of these two disciplines to form ‘Human Resource Marketing’.
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